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Set up

Step 1 - Set Up:

Bases - Stand facing each other. Feet are shoulder width apart. Bend the knees slightly (do NOT squat or 

stick buttocks out). Keep hips under shoulders and over feet. Elbows “locked” into sides with elbow and 

forearm creating a 90 degree angle. Place hands together directly in front of belly button with Base’s finger 

tips touching one another. Bases should be no wider than the width of their Top Person’s knees and lower 

legs.

Top Person - Stand on the floor with hands on the Base’s shoulders. Place right foot in the Main Base’s 

hands. Lift onto ball of left foot. 

Spotter - Stagger feet with right foot in front. Squat down through legs. Do not lean chest forward. Get 

low through the legs. Place right hand on Top Person’s right ankle. Place left hand under the Top Person’s 

buttocks, flat, with palm facing the ceiling.

Load in / Two Foot Waist Stunt 
Drill Skill Module - StuntB.4

Description: Intro to Load Position and Two Foot Waist Stunt

Supplies / Aids:
Video

Equipment Needed:

Tips & Tricks
Bases will have a 

tendency to drop or 

“bottom out” their arms 

during the dip. Stress that 

the arms DO NOT MOVE 

in this stunt at all. Elbows 

locked into sides and 

hands by belly button. All 

movement by the Bases is 

with the legs only.

Top Person will have a 

tendency to put weight in 

the buttocks on the dip. 

Practice Bases dipping 

only repeatedly on 

counts with Top Person 

maintaining a strong 

load position able to hold 

herself up through her 

arms.

2

1

None

Notes:

Load Hang Drill

Step 2 - Load In and Hang:

Bases - Stay strong through the core. Remain in set-up position. Secondary Base will catch the Top Person’s 

left foot when it is loaded in.

Top Person - With right foot set in the Main Base’s hands,l dip down through the left leg on the floor, 

pressing strongly off the ground with the left foot and pushing weight up and through their arms. Push 

arms until fully straight. Keep all weight in the arms, NOT the legs. Left foot pulls in next to the right foot for 

Secondary Base to grab. Both legs are bent. Keep buttocks/hips up. Chest is slightly forward. Bases should 

be able to let go of Top Person’s feet and the Top Person should stay in the hang drill, holding themselves 

up through the arms only.

Spotter - Stagger feet with right foot in front. Squat down. Place right hand on Top Person’s right ankle. 

Place left hand under the Top Person’s buttocks. The Spotter never releases the right ankle. As the Top 

Person dips, follows the dip and then assists the Top Person up by pushing through the left arm and helping 

raise the Top Person’s hips and buttocks into the stunt. Once the Top Person is in the hang drill, grabs the 

left ankle with the left hand. The Spotter is in close to the Top Person with arms bent.
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1

Counts Main Base Top Person Spotter

Hold - in set-up position - 
holding Top Person’s right 

foot 

Hold  - in set-up 
position 

Hold - in set-up position  
(right foot placed in the  

Main Base’s hands), hands  
on Base’s shoulders, lift the 

 ball of left foot

2 Hold Hold Hold Hold

Secondary Base

Hold - in set-up position -  
holding ankle and  

under buttocks

3 “DOWN” - Dips -  
Bends left knee

“DOWN” -  
Dips with Top Person

4 “UP” - Push off left foot, step up 
quickly and transfer all weight into 

arms, pushing through until arms are 
locked out and supporting weight

Assists Top Person into the 
load position, keeping right 
hand on ankle and pushing 

upward (not forward) on the 
buttocks with the left hand

5 Keep weight in arms. Left foot locks 
in next to the right foot, both legs 

bent. Do not put weight in the legs. 
Keep lifting hips and chest. Keep 

weight in arms.

6 Hold

7 Hold

1ST 8-COUNT OF STUNT

8

Hold Hold

Hold Hold

Hold Hold

Hold Hold

Hold Hold

Hold Hold

Hold

Hold

Load in / Two Foot Waist Stunt 
Drill Skill Module - StuntB.4

Teaching Counts:

Grab left ankle

Hold

Step 3:

STARTING IN THE LOAD POSITION! After mastering control and proper 
position of the load and hang, we will move to the Two Foot Waist 
Stunt!

Bases - Stand close together, legs slightly bent, back straight. Elbows 

glued to sides and arms at a 90 degree angle at belly button height. Hold 

under the feet of the Top Person with fingers facing toward the other 

Bases.

Top Person - Stand in the Load position with arms fully straight. Weight is 

in the arms, NOT in the legs. Feet, ankles, and knees are together, buttocks 

/ hips are up. Chest is forward. Bases should be able to let go of the Top 

Person’s feet and the Top Person should stay in the hang drill, holding 

themselves up through the arms only. Hold a strong hang position through 

the dip and push strongly out of shoulders to a locked standing position.

Spotter - Stand in Load position with feet staggered, right foot in front. 

Both hands are on the Top Person’s ankles. Stand close to the Top Person 

with arms bent and squatted through legs, low enough so that the Spotter 

does not need to drop the chest forward to reach down for the ankles. 

Follow the dip of the Bases with hands on ankles, being sure not to pull 

the ankles down on the dip. Assist in lifting, sliding hands from the ankles 

to the high thigh area while the Top Person stands to the waist stunt, 

providing squeeze and lift.

Hold
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1 Hold - in load position Hold - in load position Hold - in load position all weight 
through arms, hips lifted, feet, 

ankles and knees together

2 Hold Hold Hold Hold

Hold - in load position both 
hands on ankles

3 Keep buttocks up and weight in 
shoulders during Base’s dip

Dip using legs, being careful 
not to pull down on Top 

Person’s ankles during dip

4
5 Pushes weight strongly 

off the Base’s shoulders 
and stands and locks legs, 

squeezing core and bottom. 
Arms push fully through 

shoulders and come clean to 
sides when standing

6 Hold

7 Hold

8

Dip using legs. Do not drop 
arms when dipping, the dip is 

through legs only

Dip using legs. Do not drop 
arms when dipping, the 
dip is through legs only

Leave arms in load position 
and straighten legs to 

standing position, keeping 
legs shoulder width apart. 

Similar to a small squat and 
stand drill. Support Top 

Person exactly like load while 
standing

Leave arms in load position 
and straighten legs to 

standing position, keeping 
legs shoulder width apart. 

Similar to a small squat 
and stand drill. Support 
Top Person exactly like 

load while standing

Hold Hold

Hold Hold

Hold Hold

Hold

Hold

Load in / Two Foot Waist Stunt 
Drill Skill Module - StuntB.4

Teaching Counts:

Grab left ankle

Hold

Drives upwards and slides 
hands from ankles to high on 

the thighs, lifting and providing 
support to the stunt

Counts Main Base Top Person SpotterSecondary Base

1ST 8-COUNT OF STUNT

1 Leave arms in load position 
and return to slight bent leg 

load position

Leave arms in load position 
and return to slight bent leg 

load position

Slide arms down legs (like taking 
your pants off), arms back on 

Base’s shoulders with all weight 
through arms. Return to the load 

position bending legs keeping 
hips up

Hold - in load position both 
hands on ankles

2ND 8-COUNT OF STUNT




